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The Mission
At Raise Your Hands we find, research and monitor
a platform of small charities with proven impact.
We provide them with unrestricted funding on an ongoing basis,
helping increase their impact on the lives of young people around the UK.

Top 4% of charities
in terms of turnover
receive 82% of
donations in UK.
NCVO Almanac 2020

Why Small Charities?
In the corporate world, great ideas are rewarded.
Funds quickly flow to the most effective companies.
In the charity sector that isn’t always the case.
The big names with big budgets receive the lion’s
share of income, irrespective of their efficacy.
In fact, small charities are specialists; the best are
innovative, agile and well placed in communities
to help those most in need.
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“Unrestricted, long-term funding is
incredibly beneficial for us at Create.
Rather than limiting funds to a
specific project, it enables us to direct
the money where it can have the most
impact within our children and young
people programme.
This kind of funding is an investment
in Create itself and our expertise,
enabling us to do our job as effectively
and sustainably as possible.

Create

It enables us to plan ahead
and innovate.”

Why Unrestricted Income?

Nicky Goulder
CEO, Create

The majority of small charities would swap £1
million of restricted funding for just £500,000
of unrestricted funding, and one in five would
swap it for just £100,000.
Legatum Institute, 2020
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Why children and
young people in
the UK?
There is a real need right
here in our own communities,
and it’s more relevant
than ever.

2021 Headlines
51,700

Children and family members helped

2,800
Volunteers

6,600

Schools and other institutions worked with

1-in-4

children in the UK are
living in poverty. This is
set to worsen during the
cost of living crisis.

6,400

Professionals trained

End Child Poverty Coalition, 2022
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The persisting challenges posed
by the pandemic in the UK meant
62% of small charities saw their income
decrease or remain the same in early 2021*.
In contrast, RYH charities saw growth
across three key metrics in 2021:

12 small charities working
with young people

▶ Number of children worked with
increased by 37% on average
▶ Average income of RYH charities
increased by 21%
▶ Staff size increased by 21% on average
*Small Charities Data - Pro Bono Economics, 2021

Based across the UK, many working
locally, some offering national services

The Leverage Model
As a charity ourselves, RYH running costs
are covered by a core group of generous
supporters who believe in what we do.

Selected to cover a
broad range of causes

This means we are able to pass all other
donations straight to our charities.
For our patrons, every pound they give towards
our costs generates £2.50 for our charities.
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RYH charities are tackling areas where the effects
of the pandemic will be causing the most damage.

Mental health (12)*
Educational attainment (4)*
Youth employment (3)*
Football Beyond Borders

Litle Village

Leveling up inequality for young people (8)*

Plus a number of other key areas:
▶ Therapy for trauma, abuse, bereavement (3)
▶ Disability support (3)
▶ Long-term health conditions (3)
▶ Reduction in reoffending (2)
▶ Bullying (2)
▶ Climate change and conservation (1)
*No. of RYH charities working in this area 2021
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£

Companies we’ve partnered with

Over £1.3M
granted
since launch

We are very grateful to the companies above
for their generosity and ongoing support.

£256K
“RYH are a joy to work with.

£180K

£180K
£160K

2018

The team understand the needs and challenges
of small charities and are always available to
share advice and contacts.
The monitoring system is rigorous but has
been developed in such a way that it is
straightforward to report, and
encourages continuity from
year to year.”

2019

2020

2021

Lauren Seager-Smith, CEO Kidscape
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Charity Spotlight

Dandelion Time
What is exceptional about Dandelion Time?
▶ Traumatised children often don’t respond to
traditional therapist settings. Spending time in nature
offers a powerful alternative. Caring for animals helps
children to rebuild trust and empathy
▶ The need for this work is more relevant than ever. Calls
to the National Domestic Abuse helpline were up by
49% in 2020
▶ Despite the challenges of the pandemic, Dandelion
Time pressed ahead with plans to relocate their HQ
to a new improved centre in Kent and are on track to
meet rising demand with additional centres by 2023

2021 at Dandelion Time
Of the children participating:
▶ 89% improved confidence
▶ 87% improved self-esteem
▶ 87% improved emotional wellbeing
▶ 79% found to have improved family relationships
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How we find the best

Due Diligence

RYH due diligence and monitoring of our charities
has been developed and refined over several years.

It takes an exceptional
organisation to make it through
our due diligence process.

The result is not only a robust process but one that
fits with our charities’ own monitoring frameworks,
which avoids placing unnecessary burden on often
limited resources.
You can read more about the five stages of our due
diligence process in the Deep Dives appendix.
Due diligence reports for each of our charities are
available on request.

Monitoring
Each year we assess the charities’ progress against
objectives and flag any potential areas of concern.
Our annual Impact Report pulls together key data
points from across the platform and at an individual
charity level.
Our Impact Report 2021 is available on request.

2021 Charity Recruitment
70+

Scouted initially

20+

Passed eligibility test

3

Longlisted to expression
of interest stage

2

Invited to make a
full application

1

Passed detailed research,
background checks and
in-depth interview stage
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Noah Rides
His First Wave
Noah has Trisomy 21, more commonly
known as Down’s Syndrome.
Noah was part of the Wave Project’s
Summer Surf Challenge, a weekend of
surfing for those with disabilities. Specially
trained instructors, adaptive equipment and
teams of volunteers support participants
as they ride their first waves into shore.

Here’s what Noah’s mum had to say:
“Noah was beaming from ear to ear. It was pure joy to watch him.
Noah was presented with a medal; he thanked the volunteers and
gave them all high fives.
“He had so much energy in the sea and his confidence grew even
more throughout the session. We are in the process of having him
referred for the Surf Therapy six-week programme.
“Massive thank you to the Wave Project and all the volunteers who
made it such a memorable day! Looking forward to seeing you
again in 2022!”
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Grief Encounter

Investing in
long term growth
It’s a success for us, when one of
our charities passes the £1.5m income
threshold we use to define a small charity.
The average growth of our charities
during their time on our platform:
•

24% for year-on-year income

•

25% forfor the number of children and
young people supported, year-on-year

That means we’ve seen two charities
outgrow us in the past three years:
Grief Encounter and PAPYRUS.

Papyrus
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Grief Encounter

RYH Alumni
PAPYRUS

Working to prevent young suicide.
▶ Joined RYH in 2018
▶ 2019 saw their groundbreaking campaign
bring increased awareness about the biggest
killer of under 35 males in the UK.

RYH Alumni

Grief Encounter
Helping children through bereavement.
▶ One of the six original charities selected by
Raise Your Hands in 2015
▶ Average YOY growth of 26% since then
▶ Grieftalk helpline opened in 2019, offering
national support to families affected by
bereavement
▶ They recently smashed their previous income
hitting over £3m
▶ At the start of the pandemic, their services
were in greater demand than ever before.
Calls to the helpline doubled in 2020.

▶ In the same year they more
than doubled their income.

“RYH donations contributed
to opening a London office
and growing our team there,
increasing the reach of our work.
“Our teams grow, this means we could
do more suicide prevention training,
that more people knew about us and
therefore fundraised for us.
“We’d like to say massive thanks to
everyone at Raise Your Hands for your
fantastic support – we certainly wouldn’t
be where we are now without you.”
Hazel, PAPYRUS’ Head of Fundraising
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2021 Charity Awards
Create
Charity Times Awards
Digital Transformation of the Year - Winner
Dandelion Time
Kent Children’s Charity of the Year - Finalist
Sport 4 Life
Birmingham Awards
Community Charity of the Year - Nominated
Wave Project
Cornwall Chamber of Commerce’s Charity of the Year for 2022 - Winner

Action for Conservation
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Case Study
Abi’s Blessing and Curse
15 year-old Abi has been a carer her whole life. She looks
after her older brother Johnny who has autism and learning
difficulties, and supports her mum, a single parent.
As part of Create Live, Abi has been making films during
the lockdowns, helping relieve the stresses of being a young
carer which have only been exacerbated by the pandemic.

“Because Johnny has autism, if there’s a small change in our
life he can get very angry and very irritated.
“Being a young carer is a blessing and a curse. I’m proud that I’m able
to help. At the same time, caring responsibilities prevent me from
doing stuff most people my age would do. I miss out on a lot.
“I did a project with Create. That’s what started my love for making
short films.
“Being able to unlock the creative side of your brain is very therapeutic.
For me, it’s a way to release your emotions and energy that you have built up.
“Being creative makes me feel really accomplished, proud and happy.
It also lets me dream.”
Artwork by Abi

- Abi, Create Live attendee
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Deep Dives

Switchback CEO Alice Dawnay
talks in depth about their
relationship with RYH
Switchback supports young prison-leavers
to make real, lasting change through
intensive one-to-one support and real
work training. Their work greatly reduces
reoffending rates.
“In the world our
Trainees live in,
relationships come
and go. We are proud
to offer personcentred support
that is intensive
and long-term. This
is something that
prison, probation or
resettlement services
cannot offer.
“Unrestricted, multiyear funding allows
us not only to be
able to plan for the
years ahead, which
is imperative for a
charity that supports
young men for as long
as it takes, but also

allows us to allocate
resources to where
the need is greatest,
using the funding in
the most effective
way.
“Over the last year,
flexible funding has
allowed us to plan
and be bold in our
approach through
a very turbulent
and unpredictable
time. We’ve been
able to adapt our
programme and
respond to the
immediate need of
prison leavers being
released back to a
London they barely
recognised.

“Raise Your Hands has been an incredible organisation to
work with over the last several years.
“We are so appreciative that RYH keeps the charities’ best
interests at the heart of everything they do. This in turn
means we can keep our Trainees’ best interests at the heart
of our work.
“We have really exciting and ambitious plans for the future.
After 13 years of delivering a high-quality programme
and collecting data and evidence about what works,
Switchback is now finding new ways to campaign and
inspire real change across the justice system and beyond.”

Alice Dawnay
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The 2021 Raise Your Hands Charities
Action for Conservation
Inspiring and empowering young people,
from diverse backgrounds, to become the
next generation of environmental leaders.
Children’s HIV Association (CHIVA)
Improving health and social outcomes for
children and young people living with HIV.
Create Arts
Arts programmes for the most marginalised in
areas where engagement in the arts is low.

Little Village
A baby bank that provides clothing, toys and a
community of support for families in poverty.
Mousetrap Theatre Projects
Enriching the lives of disabled and disadvantaged
children through theatre.
Sport 4 Life
Helping young people move into training and work
through sports- themed personal development.

Dandelion Time
Using the therapeutic potential of the natural world
to help traumatised children on a farm in Kent.

Storybook Dads
Making sure that children don’t pay the price for
their parent’s imprisonment by recording bedtime
stories from behind bars.

Football Beyond Borders
Using football as a catalyst for change in attitude,
performance and aspirations of disengaged
young people in our school system.

Switchback
Supporting young prison-leavers to make real,
lasting change through intensive one-to-one
support and real-work training.

Kidscape
Giving young people, parents and professionals
the tools and confidence to challenge bullying
in all forms.

The Wave Project
Providing award-winning surf therapy and beach
school projects for young people who have a mental
health issue, learning difficulty or physical disability.
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Robust Charity Selection
Eligibility Filtering – Questionnaire
Turnover of less than £1.5m, UK-programmes
for young people
Expression of Interest
Compelling proposition that sits alongside our
current charities. Able to demonstrate impact.

Mousetrap Theatre Projects

Full Application
Strategic objectives, sound reserves policies,
fundraising strategies, risk registers, insurance,
safeguarding procedures.
RYH Research
Robust financial management, trustee boards
with broad skills and backgrounds.
CEO Interview
Really understand passion, drive and culture
of the organisation.

Little Village
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